
SR UI -DEVELOPER/SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER – UI 

 

Purpose: The User Interface (UI) Tech Lead (TL) is responsible for the design and development of the 

UI web-based development part of projects. He / She should have the ability to create excellent 

looking browser-based user interfaces and managing the team of UI  

MANDATORY CRITEREAs 

1. Should be from a PRODUCT company, ONLY  

2. Responsible for the Core UI framework, designs, implements and maintains it. HTML,CSS, 

JavaScript, Angular JS 

3. The UI Team Lead operates effectively as a member of the development team and operates 

effectively as an individual for quick turnaround of enhancements and fixes. 

 

Experience & Responsibilities: 

1. Sound Experience in DYNAMIC UI Content ( NOT Static Web programming) and creating 

RESPONSIVE Layouts, ANIMATED STUFF and CANVAS CONTROLS and we will seek evidence 

of achievements 

2. Responsible for meeting expectations and deliverables on time and in high quality. 

3. Responsible for the development of web applications and components. 

4. Responsible for the design and development of web pages, graphics, multimedia, GUIs. 

5. Effectively develops in a clean, well structured, easily maintainable format. 

6. Demonstrates creative, technical and analytical skills and ability to solve COMPLEX 

PROBLEMS 

7. Demonstrates ability to communicate effectively in both technical and business 

environments. 

8. Experience of having worked in a STUDIO will be added advantage 

9. Target App UI refactoring  

10. Comply with New UX and Changes thereof for Studio & Technology 

11. Capability needs to be Tested and Enhanced based on Functional User feedback changes 

12. Alerts & Error Handling Pop up 

 

BTECH/BE degree in Computer Science or Engineering. 

1. 8-10 Years Experience in designing, marking up, developing responsive UI for websites and 

web applications. 

2. Good understanding of UI/UX designs and very good design skills. 

3. Working with a variety of libraries and frameworks, must have experience on AngularJS, 

ReactJS or other cutting-edge JS frameworks. 

4. Passion for user experience design and improving usability – 

5. Good markup skills utilizing HTML5, CSS3, Javascript. 

6. Practical experience with  jQuery, JSON, AJAX, Styling: CSS, 



7. Experience designing user interfaces for Desktop Application a plus. 

Personality Traits 

1. Passionate about Product  interface design server/Cloud –  

2. Strong experience in Graphic User Interface design 

3. Creative problem solver  

4. Good communication, interpersonal and organisational skills  

5. Ability to work well under pressure and deadlines. 

6. Must be proficient with Photoshop and Illustrator 

7. Attention to detail  

 


